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ACROSS
1. Draw out with small lure (6)
4. Children's items of personal laundry almost burn (5,3)
10. Offensively nonchalant worker introduced to sour newspaper boss (9)
11. We object likewise before facing Arsenal's top scorer (5)
12. Only part of the foot (4)
13. Cut by most recent hazard for swimmers (3,7)
15. Republican severely criticises left-leaning photographer (7)
16. Strangely mute about 50s hairstyle (6)
19. Sets forth with volunteers in groups heading west (6)
21. Tommy for instance makes ridiculous claim about you and me (7)
23. I talk with Pat largely about the German's earlier book (3,7)
25. German-speaking woman's deceit ultimately ignored (4)
27. Essential to punish Arkansas swindler (5)
28. Won through being positive before vicar felt unwell (9)
29. Crack Australian forward not starting very well (8)
30. Spinner needing rest (6)

DOWN
1. Film director Nick capturing singular area of London (8)
2. Challenging to maintain Noel's oddly neglected leaf remover (9)
3. Burn Map? Not entirely (4)
5. "Little time left" – something said after a month (7)
6. Dull school subject fewer longing to pursue? Just the opposite (10)
7. Passage covering king's accidental success (5)
8. Unsettled by you once when extremely touchy (6)
9. Peto, overwhelmed by unbridled greed, becomes more irritable (6)
14. Spoke with Matt about accepting roubles in cash trading facility (4,6)
17. Cleric fails in objective when surrounded (9)
18. Make mistakes as a swimmer (8)
20. Starts to play expertly right after miss by captain (7)
21. Complained when half-hearted girl's employed in government department (6)
22. Port contributing to slipshod essay (6)
24. Piece of sporting equipment for society girl (5)
26. Complain about priest turning up (4)
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